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Maryland State Bar Association, Consumer Bankruptcy Section 

Council Meeting, April 11, 2019 

Baltimore at MSBA Headquarters 

Rockville at the Offices of Wolff & Orenstein 

 

Call to order: 6:13 p.m.  

 

Attendance 

 

Jeanne Crouse John Schropp

David Mintz Richard Stolker

Fred Nix Amy Hennen

Shawn Carter Richard London

Terri Lowery William Steinwedel

Leslie Pladna Jeff Orenstein

Gerard Vetter Julianne Kelly

Joe Selba Michael Wolff

Helen Zhang

Minutes 

 

 Minutes from the March 7, 2019 meeting were approved. 

 

Treasurer’s Report 

 

 Richard Stolker indicated that a $20 contribution would be requested for attendees at the 

Spring Banquet.  Whether there will be surplus or break even will depend on attendance. 

 

U.S. Trustee Update 

 

 Gerard Vetter provided updates on two cases where attorney billing practices have been 

challenged.   

 BK Billing:  The U.S. Trustee obtained a Consent Order requiring a local attorney to 

disgorge fees and desist from continuing to use the “BK Billing” service which permitted 

the use of “factor” accounts and “no money down” bankruptcy filings where attorney’s 

fees would be “financed” and collected post-petition.   

 Synergy Law:  The U.S. Trustee is seeking to enjoin Synergy from practicing bankruptcy 

law in Maryland and seeking disgorgement of attorney’s fees. 
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 If any local attorneys encounter Synergy Law and notice issues with their representation, 

please contact the U.S. Trustee’s office. 

 Michael Wolff asked Gerard Vetter about the “UpSolve” firm, which is a non-profit that 

helps debtors file free Chapter 7 bankruptcy cases.  The U.S. Trustee had not encountered 

this group yet. 

 Richard Stolker asked Gerard Vetter whether attorneys were doing “piecework” billing, 

but the U.S. Trustee indicated the practice was not common and did not seem to be 

permitted under the Local Rules. 

 

Section Listserv Update 

 

 Anna Sholl from the MSBA provided Richard Stolker with a PowerPoint presentation 

regarding the changes coming to the MSBA Listservs.  The Lyris system will soon be 

disabled, and the Listserv will become something more akin to a web-based chat, which 

permits thread conversations and attachments.  Training will be available on the new 

system when it is rolled out. 

 

Legal Aid 

 

 Juliann Kelly, who runs the pro bono program for Maryland Legal Aid, indicated that 

they need attorney volunteers to help screen P.G. County leads for possible Chapter 7 

cases.  Legal Aid will pay for malpractice and litigation costs that result from any pro 

bono representation.   

 

CARE Project 

 

 Jeanne Crouse reported that Judge Harner, Mark Neal and others recently gave a CARE 

presentation at Walt Whitman High School. 

 The next CARE presentation will be in Silver Spring on credit repair. 

 The presentations will likely extend to Spanish speakers in the near future.   

 CARE will partner with the CASH Campaign of Maryland (Creating Assets, Savings and 

Hope) for a couple of events soon. 

 

Video Committee 

 

 Terri Lowery reported that Bill Hall of the MSBA had started editing the section video 

and possibly putting in graphics.  It is not ready to show yet, but a draft copy will be 

available soon.   
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Brown Bag Program 

 

 Leslie Pladna reported that Scott Berngartt of Caliber Home Loans gave an excellent 

presentation on making a fresh start after bankruptcy, with strategies for maximizing your 

FICO score after completing a bankruptcy case.  One interesting fact was that 

reaffirmation agreements do not necessarily help rebuild credit, which debtors often think 

will happen.  A PDF of the program is available upon request. 

 

Ocean City Program 

 

 Richard Stolker received an email from Bud Tayman that the Ocean City program is on 

track.  William Steinwedel reported that there would be six or seven speakers on the 

topics presented.  The theme is:  10 Things You Didn’t Know You Could Do in 

Bankruptcy Law.  The program will be at 8:00 a.m. on Friday during the MSBA 

conference.   

 

Legislative Committee 

 

 Richard London reported that the legislative session was now over.  The section’s 

position was not formally sought by the MSBA on any legislation.  It appears to be a 

legislature in transition from more experienced members to newer members, which may 

account for the lack of legislation put forward on consumer issues. 

 

Spring Banquet 

 

 Richard Stoker reported that the Spring Banquet event will be held at the Elkridge 

Furnace Inn on May 10, 2019.  It is close to BWI airport.  The cost will be $20.  Alan 

Belsky himself plans to present the Alan Belsky award.   

 

Nominations Committee 

 

 Fred Nix reported that a few more slots remained to be filled for the upcoming slate of 

council members, but he expected them to be filled soon because a number of invitations 

were outstanding.  Once the final slate was put together, the nominations would be 

forwarded to the Council for approval. 

 

New Business 

 

 Richard Stolker discussed with the Council whether there should be a discount for senior 

members who were retiring, so they could remain in the section with low or no dues.   
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 Fred Nix proposed that the Council sponsor an essay contest for law students in the 

Consumer Bankruptcy Clinic at the University of Maryland, which is taught by David 

Portney.  The Council approved moving forward on the essay contest idea. 

 

Adjournment 

 

 The meeting was adjourned at 7:30 p.m. 


